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Professional Resume Objectives
Your resume objective should tell the employer who you are, your career objectives and how you
can provide value to the company. Below are a few good resume objective examples: Personable
and outgoing college graduate is looking to forge a career in customer service. Possess prior
internship experience in a similar field.
Eye-Grabbing Resume Objectives Samples | LiveCareer
A resume objective is a short, targeted statement that clearly outlines your career direction while
simultaneously positioning you as someone who fits what the employer is looking for exactly. Your
objective is carefully researched and tailored to fit the job you’re applying for.
How To Write A Killer Resume Objective (Examples Included)
These are actual objective statements from resumes and are unedited, and are provided to give
you an idea of how a typical resume starts. An objective statement on a resume can help you get a
closer look from a hiring manager. Often, the person screening resumes will have a number of
different positions that need to be filled.
50 Resume Objective Statements - Palladian Career Resources
A resume objective (or a career objective) is a heading statement of your resume, in which you
describe your professional goals in the job you’re applying for. A resume objective is usually 2–3
sentences long and should be placed at the top of your resume. You should tailor it to the position
on offer.
50+ Resume Objective Examples: Career Objectives for All ...
Entry-level resume objective examples are outdated—use a career summary instead Resume
objectives used to be as common on resumes as AOL email addresses. Now the focus is on using a
career summary to help with your entry-level job search.
Resume Objective Examples - Monster Career Advice
A resume objective (also called a career objective) is a one or two sentence overview of your shortterm professional goals and explanation of why you’re seeking employment. Resume objectives are
often placed at the top of your resume to capture the hiring manager’s attention and should make a
strong case for why you’re the best candidate ...
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